DDD-pacemaker pseudomalfunction during supraventricular tachycardia.
Asynchronous pacing during the presence of electromagnetic interference or other sources of "noise" is a protective mechanism available to prevent pacemaker output inhibition. We describe a patient with a DDD pacemaker who had asynchronous dual chamber or noise reversion pacing as a consequence of repetitive signals (QRS complexes) falling into the noise sampling period (NSP) of the pacemaker ventricular refractory period. During supraventricular tachycardia at a rate of 215 bpm, noise reversion mode pacing occurred when QRS complexes were well detected immediately after the termination of a normal pacemaker ventricular refractory period and treated as a premature ventricular depolarization, resulting in automatic refractory period extension. Recycling of this extended refractory period occurred when consecutive QRS complexes were detected during the NSP and forced asynchronous dual chamber pacing at the programmed lower rate. The mechanism is presented and was supported by subthreshold esophageal pacing simulating the tachycadia and initiating the noise reversion response.